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Chipeta Board Election for 2021
Due to the cancellation of the 2020 open meetings, the nomination and
election of a new board was not held. Because we do not know when
our meeting place will be re-opened or when we will be able to meet
and plan activities and speakers again, having an election in person is
uncertain at best. The current Chipeta Board has agreed to stay on as is
for the time being (see page 12 for current board members).
We are continuing to meet remotely to take care of what we can, and
minutes of board meetings will be available by request. There will be
an election of officers as soon as it becomes practical. Until then, if you
have concerns or are interested in running for a position, please contact
our president, Sally Johnson. The annual Treasurer's Report will be included in the February newsletter. Thank you for your understanding.

A Message from Annette Butts
I have been keeping an Optoma Slide projector (with an instruction
booklet) at my house for many years. It belongs to our chapter, but no
one has ever used it. I will be happy to give it to any chapter member
who wants it. First person to call me gets it (970/318-0128).

Happy 2021! It seems like forever since we have
met as a chapter, and it seems that it will be a little
President’s Corner
longer. I hope everyone is doing well during these
cold winter months. I have to admit that staying inby Sally Johnson side and not doing much is my mood during the
chilly days. But the new year will bring back the
many tasks that need to be completed.
One of the major tasks that I need help with is the
upcoming State CAS Annual meeting. We will soon
start having Zoom planning meetings for this event
that is scheduled for the end of September 2021. I
am really hoping that we will be able to attend in
person and not by Google Meet or Zoom platforms.
There was some difficultly with some of the sessions from last year, and if we have to do it again,
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hopefully the kinks will be ironed out by September. I am thankful that the state will be helping with the planning and have already sent the event manual timeline to me.
Please let me know if you would like to be part of this event. I know that I can count on a lot of you for the
weekend of the meeting: many hands make light work. But there are all kinds of important things to do before
the event. Please email me your interest and I will put you on the list. (By the way, it is just me at this time
and my two hands do not work well together :)). Anyway, I also need to know if you would like to hear a special speaker for the main event, or if you are interested in leading a field trip. Of course, we will have the museums on the trip agenda, Shavano Valley, and Eagle Rock as options. We have so many great sites in the area
that could be visited. I would also like to have maybe a site steward presentation, (I think we have a great program that might be an interest to the others). So here are just some ideas that I have kicking around with more
information added each month.
For information on board meetings, please look at the article in this newsletter. This is a difficult time for
meetings but we are lucky to have such a solid chapter that will be able to handle the problems that this continued pandemic brings to official business. Of course, our problems are small next to those of small businesses and others that are just trying to survive. I would like to thank all members for your continued support.
Sally
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Fort Crawford Sign Damaged
By Bill Harris
Photo courtesy of Bill Harris

Sometime late December 12th or early December 13th the Ft. Crawford sign along Highway 550 south of
Montrose was struck by a vehicle. The impact knocked the sign off its supports, also damaging the small roof.
It is not known if the impact was intentional or not,
but it was very snowy during that time frame. The
Montrose Sheriff is investigating but no leads curPhoto by Bill
Harris
rently.
The Chipeta Chapter spearheaded the creation of the
sign back in 2016, replacing the old, outdated sign
that was placed in 1966. The old sign had to be removed because of the highway realignment. It is
stored at the Montrose Historical Museum.
Chipeta members Russ and Patti Barr and Bill Harris removed the sign, roof and supports. Fortunately, the sign was not damaged, but its metal frame
and the roof were. Also, the cedar supports were not
damaged. The estimate to repair the metal frame is
$260. The roof can be easily repaired, and the cedar
posts reused. Russ and Bill plan to do the repairs
and hopefully get it up by early spring when the
ground has thawed.
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The Squint and Juanita Moore Scholarship
Created in honor of Chipeta Chapter founding member
Carlyle “Squint” Moore and his wife, the scholarship is
awarded each year to a deserving high school senior or
college student intending to enroll or already enrolled in
an Anthropology or Archaeology program. Students can
apply online at collegeXpress—and note that the deadline
is April 1.
The scholarship is managed by the Montrose Community
Foundation. If you wish to donate, please send your tax
deductible donations to the Montrose Community Foundation, PO Box 3020, Montrose, CO 81402.

San Rafael Swell Area Pictographs and Petroglyphs – October 2020
by Susan Thiele & Jim Cates
photos by Susan Thiele
I have always wanted to get to the Head of Sinbad in the San Rafael Swell. (Who could resist such an alluring
name?!) It turns out that the name does not reference a specific glyph, but instead to a geologic formation of
the Swell. We dispersed camped on the south side of I-70 for 5 days. Although we expected to walk some distance, we were able to easily drive a 4WD truck on the sandy road and through the highway tunnels to the
north side of I-70. (There are two different approaches – the Western one has a few signs and any car should
be able to drive to within 1.5 miles).

#1

#2

These large pictographs are said
to be among the finest examples
of prehistoric art in the world and
considered Barrier Canyon Culture. #1-#2 are located at least 12
feet up at one locale, while Photo
#3 is at a second nearby locale.
The condition of these large pictographs is remarkable. Some interpretations say they represent
Skeleton Shamans with snakes
and an attendant. A collection of
sharpening grooves could also be
seen. There is also a large rock
fin formation that is called “The
Locomotive”, which can be seen
#3
with some imagination. In the
area we also visited Dutchman Arch, well worth the side-trip. (continued next page)

On the South Side of I-70, closer to Swasey’s Cabin we
found the Lone Warrior pictograph (also considered Barrier Canyon Style), ...

#5

plus additional petroglyphs,

as well as historical inscriptions and sharpening grooves at
ground level. We also day-hiked the road from Swasey’s
Cabin down to see the Jug Handle Arch in Eagle Canyon.

On the way to the north side of San Rafael Swell and Cedar Mountain, on the Moore Bypass Road, we stumbled upon a remarkable Fremont roadside panel, marked only with a blank marquee – which we might have
missed had another car not parked there. We found a fantastic collection of petroglyphs in great condition except for minor vandalism,

including numerous artistically
rendered snakes, ...

and one perhaps 5-6’ long with
13 bends. We didn’t know to look
for the dinosaur walkway nearby.

#9

Cedar Mountain looms above the northern part of
the Swell, but at its base, along the abandoned
“Railroad Grade”, are numerous wonderful
Fremont petroglyphs. Once you find the unmarked
road, it is 2.7 miles to the unmarked turnoff for the
Silent Sentinel with the large shield. It is easier to
park and walk about a quarter mile to the fence,
but easy to find and impressive in size. There are
supposed to be several petroglyph panels in this
box canyon….

We only found one nearby, but it was a great one. Unfortunately, we found it too hot and rough in this box
canyon to explore more that day.

Around mile 3.2 is the Daisy Chain petroglyph,
with three figures at about three feet in size.

There are numerous other petroglyphs on the large boulder, as
well as historical inscriptions and a
fair amount of vandalism.

At about mile 3.5, is 45-degree
rock, with a lovely set of petroglyphs. The road continues to
more historical inscriptions related
to building the railroad grade. Off
the Green-River Cut-off, much
further East, there is a marked interpretive Rail exhibit, which we
didn’t visit.

Other fantastic panels that we have previously visited in the area are the Black Dragon Wash Petroglyphs, the
Buckhorn Wash Petroglyph Panel, Sego Canyon and of course the Rochester Rock Art Panel and Horseshoe
Canyon’s Great Gallery. Next time we want to search for pictographs at Ferron Box in Molen Seep.
Helpful references:
We used the Trails Illustrated map #712 plus some tourist brochures and various books to navigate. The analysis and dating of the sites are from reference books, and not my own.
San Rafael Swell Off Road by Ed &Janice Helmick
Backroads of Utah’s San Rafael Swell by Christian Probasco
Images of America - The San Rafael Swell
Trails Illustrated/Nat’l Geo San Rafael Swell #712 Map
The Swell Utah OHV/UTV Trail Map (it has some of the BLM road # on it)
Utah Life Elevated: San Rafael Country Tourist Brochure (2010)

Field Trip Report
By Leigh Ann Hunt
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In November, Chipeta had two field trips, both postponed by weather
but both resulting in beautiful fall weather at last. On November 5
George Decker led a trip along the Dolores River below Gateway. A
group of about 12 members visited several intriguing rock art sites on
both sides of the river, including one with a number of sandal and tiny
human footprint petroglyphs, and a historic schoolhouse building. On
November 16, we joined Chris Miller, of Fort Uncompahgre, on a tour
of locations where portions of the Old Spanish Trail and the Salt Lake
Toll Road are visible north of Delta, followed by a visit to a rock art
site along the Gunnison River. Chris shared lots of historical information on the Trail and future interpretive efforts including a stunning
view of the confluence of the Gunnison and Uncompahgre rivers,
where Roubideau built the original Fort Uncompahgre in the early
1800s.
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Future Field Trips
(look for Email announcements)

January: Weather permitting, there will be a
one-day trip to Crescent Junction area, Utah.
February 19-20: Leigh Ann invites members
who want to visit extreme southeastern Arizona
sites to visit her at Kentucky Camp, a historic
adobe ranch complex in the Coronado National
Photo by Leigh Ann Hunt
Forest north of Patagonia, Arizona. More information will be sent, but we anticipate visiting
the historical site, nearby Hohokam rock art, or ruins, depending on what is available. This will be a dispersed
camping situation. Save the date.
Anyone with an idea for a one day field trip, please contact the Field Trip Committee to see if we can
arrange it.

CHIPETA CHAPTER BOARD MEMBERS
•
•
•
•
•

President: Sally Johnson, sjjcas1@gmail.com
Vice Pres: Leigh Ann Hunt, lahunt970@gmail.com
Secretary: Annette Butts, annettebutts63@gmail.com
Treasurer: Jim Douras, mtncpa@gmail.com
CAS Rep: Nick Ard, nrard@bresnan.net

There are not yet any courses scheduled for
2021.

STANDING COMMITTEES
•
•
•
•

Program for Avocational Archaeological
Certification (PAAC)

Newsletter: Dave Batten, david.batten@enmu.edu
Membership: Sally Johnson, sjjcas1@gmail.com
Site Steward Coordinator (acting): Leigh Ann Hunt,
lahunt970@gmail.com
Library: Linda Manske, manske46@gmail.com

OTHER COMMITTEES AND POSTS
•
Scholarship: Jon Horn / Bill Harris/ Fred Henderson,
trlgpa48@gmail.com

PAAC Contacts
Rebecca Simon
rebecca.simon@state.co.us
Assistant State Archaeologist/
303-866-4671
Dave Upchurch
PAAC Coordinator
uphill1354@gmail.com

CHIPETA CHAPTER WEBSITE
•
https://www.chipetachaptercas.org
TO JOIN OR RENEW:

•

Go to the Chipeta Chapter website and follow the membership links.

Want More?
Archaeology Southwest is
a great link to find out
about current issues and
events relating to Southwest Archaeology.

Field Trip Committee
Leigh Ann Hunt, Joe Oglesby, and George Decker
For more information on upcoming field trips and to sign up, please contact the Field Trip Leader
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